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To _ SAC, DALLAS (100-10461) ~ DATE: 4/6/64 | a 

Frou. ‘} = SAW. HARLAN BROWN Be 

SUBJECT: LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka. 8° | 
IS ~ R - CUBA 7 /. ae 

  

       
_.. 42 Le phoned 

     

  

» HARLAN BROWN advietne at be een in telephone contact 
with Mrs. ROBERT MORRIS, wife of the’ Republican candidate for. . U. S. Senate irs MORRIS, who resides on Lobello Street, in 
Dallas, told Bio. ;that some friends of hers had a daughter who w 

\ attending school in/ Tennessee, These friends, whose name she did 
not mention, had made a trip to Tennessee in July, 1963, and again 

      

    

  

aw. recently to pick up their daughter there. While visiting in _ 
Tennessee during July, 1963, these friends of Mrs. MORRIS took . 
a tour through the Atomic Energy plant in Tennessee, In order 
gain entrance into the plant, it was necessary that they sign 
a register which they did. Again these friends of Mrs, MORRIS 
desired to tour Atomic Energy facilities of that same plant when 
they returned to pick up their daughter in Tennessee at a later 
date, Being courious, they decided to check the records of their 
visit to this Atomic Energy plant in July, 1963, and according 
to Mrs. MORRIS found their names and underneath their names was 

Bee the name of LEE OSWALD, USSR. - - .- - 

\ : JciemcosStated that he had no further details concerning 
ys ‘this information but that Mrs, ROBERT MORRIS remarked that they 

were trying to figure out what they could do with this information 
apparently referring to MORRIS' political campaign for the U. S. 
Senate. . Cee 
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: This matter was discussed with Supervisor GEMBERLING 
on 4/6/64 and he has advised that the friends referrgd to by .. 
Mrs. ROBERT MORRIS are apparently Mrs. MARA\BELLE AWALT, and her 

- husband, who have a daughter, JEAN, who is attending school in 
Tennessee, . fo ~ ee ; Ce ee tee grag 

- . This information has ‘previously been made available ~.. 
ito this office and this information has been evaluated andjan ~ 

d concerning the aforem o a ~ oe ol461- S233 
See : a . 
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